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Dec 2023 Harvest is coming to a close and attention is turning
to the prepay season. We are anticipating a robust
prepay season for a number of reasons, our goal is to
be competitive and earn your business. Agronomy
update below, if you have any questions please reach
out to your Ag Plus representative. Appreciate the
continued business and support!
Our next edition of The Plus will be in 2023, we hope
you have Merry Christmas and happy Holidays!

-On December 1 st , the Senate approved a bill that put an end to the potential rail strike.
This was not only good news for the ag industry but for the overall health of the US
economy. Link below for more details.

Rail Strike Threat Averted as Senate Votes to Impose Labor Deal - Bloomberg

-The river system has improved some from the historically low levels we have been fighting
all fall, albeit it is still not normal. Levels are projected to begin falling again and if we don’t
see significant precipitation in the next 1-2 weeks, we will be right back to those historic lows.
This will be one to watch over the coming months leading up to Spring 2023.

Logistics

Agronomy Division Update

For our crop nutrient market update we are going
to do a Bull vs Bear update. Giving you both the
bullish factors (reasons why the market could stay
stable or move higher) and the bearish factors
(reasons why the market could move lower), we
will then give our opinion on where we see it
going.

CROP NUTRIENTS

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-01/senate-leaders-strike-deal-for-quick-vote-to-avert-rail-strike
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Producer offers are limited with many indicating they
are sold well into Q1 2023.
Spring prepay is expected to be robust and
additional purchasing will need to be made.
Corn acres are expected to be higher next season.
Grain values remain strong.

The premium for UAN vs other nitrogen sources is
untraditionally high, we may see a shift to urea for
those areas that can switch easily.
Although producers today are saying they are sold
into Q1 2023, they could change their mind fairly
quickly and decide they need to put sales on the
books.
Nat Gas values in Europe continue to normalize,
could we see more production come back online?
The potential for grain values to come under
pressure.

Vs prior year, we are 25% behind on our import
volume. Significant imports will be needed and right
now we are sitting at a discount to many other
destination points.
Additional demand shift to urea, away from other
nitrogen sources.
Prepay season is ahead, we should see an uptick on
demand to cover sales as well as positioning ahead
of spring 2023.
Corn acres are expected to be higher next season.
Grain values remain strong.

Global demand should be somewhat limited for the
next few months.
Nat Gas values in Europe continue to normalize,
could we see more production come back online?
The potential for grain values to come under
pressure.

UAN:

Bull Factors

Bear Factors

Urea: 

-Bull Factors

Bear Factors

Agronomy Division Update

Although producers continue to hold
firm and are adamant they are sold
into Q1 2023, we have seen inland
distributors begin to reduce pricing
to move tons. The per unit gap
between UAN and urea will need to
narrow, urea prices will need to
increase and/or UAN prices will need
to decrease. I believe it will be a
mixture of the two. With that being
said, I do not anticipate the market
getting back to the levels we saw in
early August. Look to take
advantage this winter of prepay
pricing, averaging a layer in with
tons you may have filled with but
then also leave yourself some
flexibility to buy more if there is a dip
later in 2023.

AG PLUS OPINION

Urea has taken a beating over the
last month but I believe many of the
larger urea players out there are
watching ready to pounce. Once
that demand hits, urea can move
higher in a heartbeat and I believe
that is what we will see happen.
Urea will continue to be volatile over
the months ahead. A lay buying
approach will be prudent to reduce
risk exposure.

AG PLUS OPINION
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The application season appears to have been ok,
perhaps producers are comfortable?
Prepay season is ahead, there will be additional
demand coming at producers.
Corn acres are expected to be higher next season.
Grain values remain strong.

The overall global nitrogen market has a weaker feel
today. The Tampa ammonia contract was sharply
reduced for December and this trend could continue.
Nat Gas values in Europe continue to normalize,
could we see more production come back online?
The potential for grain values to come under
pressure.

Expectation is most had a good fall run and are
ending the season empty. They will have to reload.
Mosaic lost production from Hurricane Ian, which
they are saying it’ll be tough to make up.
Imports continue to be light with the duties that hit
Morocco and Russia when coming to the US.
Grain values remain strong.

The US market is a large premium vs Brazil.
Application is wrapping up and we are entering a lull
period.
With the overall fertilizer market having come under
pressure, phosphate pricing is beginning to look like
the outlier with elevated levels. Mosaic knows they   
 will have to incentivize buyers to step up for winter
fill.
The potential for grain values to come under
pressure.

Ammonia: 

Bull Factors

Bear Factors

Phosphates

Bull Factors

Bear Factors

Agronomy Division Update

I do think we will see (SHOULD see) a
price adjustment lower on inland
ammonia. I would be cautious
today rushing your ammonia
purchases for spring 2023.

AG PLUS OPINION

Phosphates got tight this fall, no
doubt about that, but for good
reason as no one wanted to carry
tons over to winter. The US premium
vs Brazil and other markets is too
large. Expectation is for a reset to
come this winter.

AG PLUS OPINION
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Most of the industry should have worked through
carryover they had from Spring 2022.
The US is 47% behind on import volumes year to date
compared to last year.
Many buyers will need to step in over the coming
months to recharge warehouses.
Grain values remain strong.

Producers ramped up production too quick too fast,
there is no shortage on potash.
With this market falling all fall long, what price point
will producers have to offer to get buyers to forget
the sting?
Russia continues to bring tons to US, and is willing to
offer them below Canadian producers.

Potash

Bull Factors

Bear Factors

Agronomy Division Update

Potash has been a tough one as we
didn’t expect the decline like we
experienced this fall. It all goes back
to supply and demand and right
now we still feel there is greater
supply than demand. But how much
lower could it go?

AG PLUS OPINION
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The expectation for chemistry is that it
WILL be better than what was experienced
in 2022- I’ll go now and knock-on wood.
BASF products will again be allocated and
also S-Metolachlor products will be tight
for 2023, such as
Corteva’s Everprex and Winfields
Chargers products.
Although BASF products will be allocated,
they are the only manufacture that is
offering 0% financing on their qualifying
products. Look to take advantage on that
today through JDF.
As we are still working with distributors on
allocations, we have not put out prepay
pricing yet. I encourage you to get with
your Ag Plus sales representative and
begin to plan out your needs &amp;
programs. This will help us secure the
products we need as well as put you in a
position to make swift decisions once
pricing is released.

CHEMISTRY Many seed companies have dates
in December for early order
discounts. Once we get to 2023, I
expect seed prices to increase
slightly.
Take advantage of 0% financing
through JDF or Rabo for nearly all
seed options.
BASF Enlist Soybean, Xitavo,
performed very well in 2022 and
demand has been high for them
thus far going into 2023. They also
have a program for every 1k units
you purchase of Xitavo, you get a
tote of Liberty allocated to you
which again will be tight this year.
For additional details please
contact your Ag Plus sales rep.

SEED

Agronomy Division Update

We  are competitive
with anyone out
there on seed and
would appreciate
the opportunity to
sell you your seed
units for 2023!


